
MICROSOFT AZURE-POWERED, AI-ENHANCED COGNITIVE SEARCHABILITY

More and more, legal teams are tasked with 
searching for agreements, documents, and key 
clauses in a timely fashion. The need for speed is 
most prominent during economic downturns and 
times of crisis. As a result, your contract lifecycle 
management (CLM) system needs to turbo-charge 
you with the latest in cognitive search technology.

Powered by best-in-class Microsoft Azure and 
enhanced by AI, ContractPodAi’s Cognitive 
Search helps legal teams to search through 
lengthy, unstructured contracts with razor-sharp 
accuracy and lightning-quick speed. Its built-
in OCR technology extracts information from 
undifferentiated text or large image files, indexing 
them for full-text queries. And its advanced fuzzy, 
wildcard, and proximity searches help to provide 
discovery results for any legal document and data 
set.

Also, with the ability to search documents in 40 
languages - using Microsoft’s advanced translation 
engine - legal teams will never find international 
borders closed to them. Just imagine cutting the 
time that you spend searching for contracts and 
related documents by as much as 75%.

Cognitive Search is the quickest and most 
effective way to understand all of your contractual 
obligations. Best of all, it is ideal for teams with legal 
staff working from home (WFH) or remotely.
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BENEFITS OF COGNITIVE SEARCH   

Advanced tracking technology that increases
searchability of content across locations,
organizations, people, languages, and key
phrases - regardless of how documents are
scanned or formatted

Advanced search queries that use Lucene
search syntax, including logical operators, fuzzy
search, wildcard search, and proximity search

Search results that are easily downloaded as 
a report or document

Support for searches across 40 languages
through Microsoft’s powerful translation engine

Critical during discovery exercise in relation
to regulatory compliance, crisis obligation
management, and contractual litigation
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Cut your administrative efforts and costs. With 
ContractPodAi’s Cognitive Search, get ‘more for less’ 
- more impact, less stress.


